
T
he ‘purple martin season’ in the southern Georgia Basin
is drawing to a close after chick banding in the Gulf
Islands in July and with young martins fledging and

enjoying flight training in August. 
For the last decade, the beautiful sights and sounds of spring

and summer in the Gulf Islands have been enhanced by the
voices and aerobatics of western
purple martins. The largest of the
swallows in North America, purple
martins migrate to this continent
from southeastern Brazil every
spring to nest and then return to the
southern hemisphere in early fall
when their chicks have fledged.
Three populations of purple martins
visit our continent: a huge
population east of the Rockies
(Progne subis subis), a smaller
population of our western
subspecies (Progne subis arboricola) and an even smaller group
of a desert southwest subspecies (Progne subis hesperia).

Purple martins are cavity-nesters and colonial in their
nesting habits. They used to be more abundant on the west
coast, but their numbers declined drastically in the middle of
the 20th century due to habitat loss, changes in building design
and competition for any remaining nest cavities from starlings
and house sparrows.  
Formerly Red-listed (‘Threatened’) under the BC Wildlife Act of
2007, they are currently Blue-listed (‘Species of Special
Concern’) on the westcoast of Canada and an ‘At-risk Species of
Special Concern’ throughout their breeding range in the western
US.  

Fortunately, their status has improved and their population
decline reversed thanks to a nestbox project in the southern
Georgia Basin.  The BC Purple Martin Stewardship and
Recovery Program (PUMA Project) is coordinated by the
Georgia Basin Ecological Assessment & Restoration Society
(GBEARS) in Nanaimo, with support from many sponsors and
volunteers.  

GBEARS staff undertake the chick counting and banding
every summer, support the establishment of new purple martin

colonies, train and encourage colony stewards and compile data
on the birds’ productivity.

Since 1985 the PUMA project has helped the BC population
of western martins recover by means of nestboxes mounted on
pilings over or near the water. More than 1,500 nest boxes have
been installed in the southern Georgia Basin, the northern limit

of the western purple martins' breeding range, and
close to 80 active western martin colonies now
exist on the east side of southern Vancouver Island,
in the Gulf and Discovery islands and on the
coastal lower mainland.  Among the Southern Gulf
Islands, colonies have been established and are
thriving on Sidney, North Pender, Galiano and
Mayne islands. 

The population of western purple martins now
exceeds 1,000 pairs of breeding birds. In 1985
there were as few as five pairs. 

Spot The Boxes in your Area
Western purple martins prefer single nestboxes

clustered together rather than the apartment-style houses used
by their eastern cousins. The boxes are built of one-inch thick
cedar and are covered by a canopy of wire that serves as a
predator guard.  They are often mounted on two-by-fours,
which are then fixed to pilings by lagbolts, but many are also
mounted directly on dock supports and co-exist compatibly with
foot and boat traffic.  

Local volunteer stewards for the colonies open the boxes
when the first martins begin to arrive, read the birds’ legbands
to ascertain their provenance, monitor the birds’ activities to
estimate the optimal time for chick-banding, and clean and close
the nest boxes when the birds have migrated south. 

Purple martins are aerial insectivores, which means they eat
dragon flies, flying ants, beetles and moths. The sun and warmth
of most days in late June, July and August among our islands
encourages blooms of the big insects the birds need to regain
their health, lay their eggs and feed their young. 

Their food preferences and the fact that they are exclusively
aerial insectivores makes them extremely vulnerable to weather
events that jeopardize their food supply. Two or three days of
cool, wet or windy weather can push insects out of the air and
put the martins at serious risk of nesting delay, nest failure, or
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chick starvation. 
About mid-to-late April adult martins (2+ years old) begin to

arrive; sub-adults (1-year olds) follow 4-6 weeks later, but the
arrival times of both groups can be influenced significantly by
weather conditions along their
migration route. After their long
migration (11,000 km) they take some
time to recuperate, regain their body
weight and come into breeding
condition. This is especially critical for
the female birds, because making eggs
takes a lot of energy. 

Then they begin nestbuilding, egg-
laying and incubation. Once eggs begin
to hatch in July the parents will be busy feeding for the next
month, and it is most entertaining to watch the food deliveries
to eager chicks in the doorways of their boxes. 

Chicks are banded when they are between 9 and 19 days old.
(They fledge at about 28 days old.) Banding allows GBEARS to
track the birds across their hatching and nesting sites
throughout the Georgia Basin, to calculate the longevity of
individual birds and to assess the health and productivity of the
BC population.  On the Southern Islands at banding time, in
mid-to-late July, a certified bander from GBEARS comes from

Nanaimo and visits the colonies over two or three days,
accessing the nest boxes mounted on docks by means of a ladder
and on pilings in the water by means of local boats. Local colony
stewards serve as hosts and helpers.

Each island's participation in this
project has been enhanced greatly by
the efforts of many volunteers, by
financial support from local Islands
Trust local committees and
conservancies, and by generous help
from staff of the Gulf Islands National
Park Reserve when a boat is required to
access nestboxes for chick banding and
maintenance in colonies that are within

the Reserve. Parks Canada staff also manage the colonies on
Sidney Island. 

The western purple martins’ story of recovery is an
inspirational one. While they are with us, the air is full of their
beautiful calls and graceful flight. Their behaviours are
fascinating to watch, and their life cycle is an awesome
achievement, considering their 22,000km round trip journey
between hemispheres for our summer's bounty of insects for
their young and a mild winter’s rest in Brazil. 

For more info: www.georgiabasin.ca. 0
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